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Background, Method, Results and Conclusions
BACKGROUND: Evidence on prognostic factors for labor participation including long-term work 
disability (> 2 years after diagnosis) among cancer survivors (CS) is necessary to update the Dutch 
guideline Cancer and Work. Occupational physicians (OPs) and social insurance physicians (SIPs) need 
this knowledge to support return to work (RTW) and judge eligibility for work disability benefit. 
METHODS: A systematic literature search for systematic reviews was conducted during Spring 2021 in 
the PubMed databases using the mesh terms ‘Neoplasms’, ‘Absenteeism’ (or 9 equivalents), ‘Disability’ 
(or 18 equivalents), and ‘Function’ (or 25 equivalents), and ‘Work’ (or 2 equivalents). In these reviews 
single studies were selected that addressed prognostic factors for RTW and long-term work disability 
of CS of working age. Additional single studies were searched for via a snowballing method and via 
advice from the guideline projectgroup. Scientific evidence level was judged with the Grading of 
Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) method.
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RESULTS: Based on two systematic reviews and the other methods, five empirical studies were 
included addressing breast cancer (BC) and six addressing colorectal cancer (CC). The evidence for the 
reported person-related, diagnosis-related, treatment-related, health-related and/or work-related 
prognostic factors varied between ‘low’ and ‘high’. Prognostic factors for RTW in both BC and CC 
patients and long-term work disability in BC patients were: younger, lower educated/income, more 
sever cancer, earlier high absence. For CC patients also treatment complications and worse health 
were prognostic factors. 
CONCLUSION: Younger CS, low educated/income CS, CS with more severe cancer and CS with a 
history of high absence have a higher risk for long-term work disability. These prognostic factors are 
difficult to change; the guideline projectgroup must translate them to practical recommendations for 
OPs and SIPs. 

Main implications
The most recent studies show that younger cancer survivors (CS), low educated/income CS, CS with 
more severe cancer and CS with a history of high absence have a higher risk for long-term work 
disability.
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